CAT scans are among the most expensive, non-invasive tests that can be readily ordered in an Emergency Department. As such it becomes important to understand if there are non-medical factors involved in requesting performance of scans by ED doctors. In an attempt to discern if crowding in the ED or Hospital had any effect on this, data was collected for a six week period in April and May of 2006. After an exhaustive review of the data -including a multiple regression analysis -no effect of ED or hospital census on scan ordering could be discovered. A minor negative effect (scans were less likely to be positive if it was busy in the ED and the hospital) by a combination of these variables on the percent of scans judged positive was derived.If there are non-medical influences of scan ordering it is does not appear to be crowding.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
The ease of access and the reliability of results have made use of high technology imaging studies commonplace in hospital emergency departments. However the utilization of expensive resources in hospital emergency departments is becoming an increasing economic problem. Reduction in reimbursements and an increase in the number of uninsured are squeezing the hospital on the financial side while the demand for the tests increases.
One question has been whether the tests are being ordered to speed the patient's transit through the emergency room by sending the patient for a test and deferring a thorough history and physical. The doctor or triage nurse can simply say "headache, CAT scan of the brain" or "abdominal pain, CAT scan of the abdomen". Ultrasound or Doppler scans can be performed just as easily. It is the general impression of radiologists that the vast majority of these studies are nonrevealing. They are either normal or demonstrate findings consistent with the patient's age. It is increasingly disturbing when overlapping tests such as ultrasounds and CAT scans are ordered and they are both negative. There have been many guidelines for ordering of studies published but strict adherence to them is rare. "The ER is all about looking for injury, so the physician's first inclination is to order imaging to search for it," one expert has opined as the reason for this mode of practice.
If it is true that the ED doctors or triage nurses order more tests when they are squeezed for time and physical resources the number of tests ordered should increase disproportionately with the number of patients seen in the emergency department. It is also possible that hospital crowding could affect ordering of tests in the ED. Patients will wait longer in the ED for a hospital bed when the hospital is full. ED doctors might then order more tests to either discharge the patient quicker or get the patients medical work-up started faster.
I have decided to specifically examine head CAT scans. This is a defined exam done for specific purposes and could be easily classified into either abnormal or normal (new normal or normal for age would be considered normal). Correlating hospital and ER census to the number of scans performed or to the rate of abnormal scans might help us determine whether they have been ordered for medical reasons or for functional reasons within the emergency room setting.
DATA ANALYSIS AND METHODS
Data was obtained for Cedars-Sinai Medical Center for a continuous period from the last three weeks of April through the month of May 2006. The daily census tabulations for the hospital and the Emergency Department were obtained from the hospital (Appendix 1). Head CAT Scans were retrospectively counted on a daily basis from the Imaging Department's PACs system. They were tabulated for number of studies performed. The reports were examined and classified as either requiring action by a physician or considered normal. Scans were considered positive regardless of whether the findings were pertinent to the indication for the scan or incidental to the admission. (Appendix 2)
The findings were than analyzed and examined in several fashions. Ordinary graphs of the daily patterns over the month were obtained and correlations between number of scans ordered and the rate of positives with ED and hospital census were derived. Correlations were calculated in both simple and multiple regression models.
RESULTS

HEAD CAT SCANS ORDERED
The number of Head CAT scans ordered daily was relatively consistent as expressed in Figure 1 . Except for one outlier day the number of scans ordered was between 10 and 27. The ED census varied from 185 to 244. There was no correlation found between the number of scans ordered and either the ED census and or the hospital census. 
PERCENT POSITIVE
The percentage of positive scans was variable. On one day no positive scans were ordered and on another 65% of the scans ordered were positive. On the majority of days the percent of positive scans was between 15% and 35%. (Table  2 ) There was no correlation between the percent of scans positive and the ED census in a simple fashion or the number of scans ordered. (Table 3 ) Looking at the ED census alone no correlation could be found using a quadratic model either. 
EFFECT OF HOSPITAL CENSUS
In order to determine the relationship of the hospital census and head CAT scans an attempt was made to correlate CAT scans ordered in the emergency department and Hospital Census. When beds are scarce in the hospital the patterns of scans ordered might vary. When this was examined, however, no correlation could be discerned. (Table 4 ) It was also the case with the number positive scans (Table 5 ). 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL
Although no correlation could be discerned using a single or polynomial factors with the same variables attempts were made to derive a multiple regression model. This was done using the Emergency Department census and Hospital Census together as the variables. Using the natural logarithmic of the variable the greatest correlation derived was only a very slight one. This correlation was based on a multiple regression model of the quadratic of the Emergency Department census and the hospital census. (Table 1 It is a very weak correlation with an R2= 0.17. It is, however, the only correlation of any statistical significance at all that could be derived given the measured variables. An attempt to predict the rate of positive scans on days for which data was collected, but not included in the analysis, fell short of expectations.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of expensive high-technology examinations in medical practice and in the emergency room in particular continues to increase. The reasons are most likely multifactorial. This analysis was an attempt to explain potential non medical factors in Head CAT scans in a busy Emergency Department. No correlation could be found between the Emergency Department census, the number patients in the hospital with Head CT ordered, or the percentage of scans that were found to be positive.
Since scans are ordered by individual doctors a better study might have been done by looking at the correlation based on the individual doctors or by the time of day the scan was ordered. This might be performed in a future study.
A minimal negative correlation was found with the ED census and hospital census. It might be so little as to have no meaning.
It is entirely possible that there are no casual factors in the decisions to order an expensive, high technology examination in the Emergency Department. It is a pleasing concept that these decisions are made for medical reasons only. It is also possible that there are other variables that were not included in the analysis that are important. One might be the capacity of the scanners available to the Emergency Department. Further work on this problem will be necessary. Table 1 
